I. INTRODUCTION
Scientific applications are becoming increasingly dataintensive: high-resolution simulations of natural phenomenas, climate modeling, large-scale image analysis, etc. Such applications currently manipulate data volumes in the petabyte scale and with the growing trend of data sizes we are rapidly advancing towards the exabyte scale. In this context, I/O performance has been repeatedly pointed out as a source of bottleneck that negatively impacts the performance of the applications. One of problems that is causing the I/O bottleneck are the I/O access patterns generated by such scientific applications that do not match the I/O access interfaces exposed by the file systems used as underlying storage back-ends.
One particularly difficult challenge in this context is the need to efficiently address the I/O needs of scientific applications [1] , [2] that partition multi-dimensional domains into overlapping subdomains. The subdomains need to be processed in parallel and then stored in a globally shared file. Since the file is a flat sequence of bytes, subdomains map to non-contiguous regions in the file. Because the subdomains overlap, under concurrent accesses such non-contiguous regions may interleave in an inconsistent fashion if they are not grouped together as a single atomic transaction. Therefore, atomicity of non-contiguous, overlapping reads and writes of data from a shared file is a crucial issue.
The purpose of this Phd research aims at addressing this shortcoming of existing approaches by optimizing the storage back-end specifically for the access patterns described above.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In a large class of scientific applications, especially largescale simulations, input and output data represents huge spatial domains made of billions of cells associated with a set of parameters (e.g., temperature, pressure, etc.). These spatial domains represent the state of the simulated system at a specific moment in time. They are iteratively refined by the simulation in order to obtain an insight into how the system evolves in time. The large size of the spatial domains triggers the need to parallelize the simulation, by splitting them into subdomains that are distributed and processed by a large number of compute elements, typically MPI processes.
In many such simulations, the contents of a cell depends on the contents of the neighboring cells. Thus, the cells at the border of a subdomain (called "ghost cells") need to be shared by more than one MPI process. In order to avoid repeated exchanges of border cells between MPI processes during the simulation, a large class of applications [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] partition the spatial domain in such way that the resulting subdomains overlap at their borders.
At each iteration, the MPI processes typically dump their subdomains in parallel in a globally shared file, which is then later used to interpret and/or visualize the results. Since the spatial domain is a multidimensional structure which is stored as a single, flat sequence of bytes, the data corresponding to each subdomain maps to a set of noncontiguous regions within the file. This in turn translates to a write-intensive access pattern where the MPI processes concurrently write a set of non-contiguous regions in the same file. Moreover, because some subdomains overlap, the non-contiguous regions in the file belonging to such subdomains may overlap too.
In order to obtain a globally shared file that represents the whole spatial domain in a consistent way, it is important to write all non-contiguous regions belonging to the same subdomain in an atomic fashion. This atomicity requirement is defined in MPI standardization as a guarantee that in concurrent, overlapping MPI-I/O write operations (which can possibly involve sets of non-contigous regions), the overlapped regions shall contain data only from one of the MPI processes that participates in the concurrent writes.
However, this work is a non-trivial issue, and that has been difficult to be implemented. Currently, MPI-I/O implementations like ROMIO [5] poorly support MPI atomic mode because of the poor implementations of storage back-ends.
Either they do not offer guarantees with respect to atomicity, which means concurrent writes need to be coordinated at application level. Or they offer limited guarantees, such as the POSIX atomicity semantics [6] , where a write of a contiguous region is guaranteed to end up as a single sequence of bytes, without interleaving with other writes. However, in our context, the POSIX atomicity guarantees are not sufficient, because a single write operation involves a whole set of non-contiguous regions. Under concurrency, this can lead to an interleaved overlapping that generates inconsistent states.
III. RELATED WORK
Previous work has shown that providing MPI atomicity efficiently enough is not a trivial task in practice, especially when dealing with concurrent, non-contiguous I/O, most of which rely on locking-based techniques. Several approaches have been proposed at various levels: at the level of the MPI-I/O layer, at the level of the file system.
A first series of approaches assumes no specific support at the level of the parallel file system This is typically the case of PVFS [7] , a widely-used parallel file system which makes the choice of enabling high-performance data access for both contiguous and non-contiguous I/O operations without guaranteeing atomicity at all for I/O operations. For applications where MPI atomicity requirement needs to be satisfied, a solution (e.g. illustrated in [8] ) consists in guaranteeing MPI atomicity portably at the level of the MPI-I/O layer. The lack of guarantees on the semantics of I/O operations provided by the file system comes however at a high cost introduced by the use of coarse-grain locking at a higher level. Typically, the whole file is locked for each I/O request and thus concurrent accesses are serialized, which is an obvious source of overhead. To avoid this bottleneck in the case of concurrent non-overlapping accesses to the same shared file, an alternative approach [9] proposes to introduce a mechanism for automatic detection of non-overlapping I/O and thus avoid locking in this case. However, as acknowledged by the authors of this approach, an unnecessary overhead due to the detection mechanism is then introduced for non-overlapping concurrent I/O.
Another class of approches addresses the case where the underlying parallel file system supports POSIX atomicity. Atomic contiguous I/O can then seamlessly be mapped to atomic read/write primitives provided by the POSIX interface. However, POSIX atomicity alone is not enough to provide the necessary atomicity guarantees for applications that exhibit concurrent, non-contiguous I/O operations. It is important to note that, to enable MPI atomicity, both contiguous and non-contiguous I/O requests need to be considered.
Parallel file systems such as GPFS [10] and Lustre [11] provide POSIX atomicity semantics using a distributed locking approach: locks are stored and managed on the storage servers hosting the objects they control. Whereas POSIX atomicity can simply and directly be leveraged for contiguous I/O operations using byte range locking, enabling atomic non-contiguous I/O based on POSIX atomicity is not efficient. In the default scheme, if we consider a set of non-contiguous byte ranges to be atomically accessed by an individual I/O request, it is then necessary to lock the smallest contiguous byte range that covers all elements of the set of ranges to be accessed. This leads to unnecessary synchronization and thus to a potential bottleneck, since this contiguous byte range also covers unaccessed data that would not need to be locked.
IV. OUR APPROACH
We propose a general approach to solve the issue of enabling a high throughput under concurrency for writes of non-contiguous, overlapped regions under MPI atomicity guarantees. This approach relies on three key design principles:
Dedicated API at the level of the storage back-end: Traditional approaches address the issue of providing support for MPI atomic, non-contiguous writes by implementing the MPI-I/O access interface as a layer on top of highly standardized consistency semantics models (e.g. POSIX). The rationale behind this approach is to be able to easily plug in a different storage back-end without the need to rewrite the MPI-I/O layer. However, this advantage comes at a high price: the MPI-I/O layer needs to translate the MPI atomicity into a different consistency model, which greatly limits the potential to optimize for the access patterns that are needed in our context. By contrast, we propose to extend the storage back-end with a data access interface that provides native support for non-contiguous, MPI-atomic data accesses. Using this approach circumvents the need to translate to a different consistency model and enables introducing optimizations directly at the level of the storage back-end, enhancing the potential to implement a a better concurrency control scheme.
Data striping: Data striping a well-known technique to increase the throughput of data accesses, by splitting the huge file where the spatial domain is stored into chunks that distributed among multiple storage elements. Using a loadbalancing allocation strategy that redirects write operations to different storage elements in a round robin fashion, the I/O workload is distributed by itself, which effectively increases the overall throughput that can be achieved.
Versioning as a key to enhance data access under concurrency: Most storage back-ends manipulate a single version of the file at a time under concurrency by providing locking-based mechanisms that guarantee exclusive access to overlapped regions, in order to eliminate inconsistencies. However, in our context, such an approach does not scale, even if the storage back-end is able to deliver high throughputs. The problem comes from the fact that a locking-based scheme is expensive, as it enables only one writer at a time to gain exclusive access to a region. Since there are many overlapped regions, this leads to a situation where many writers are idle while waiting for their turn to lock, which greatly limits the potential to achieve a globally high aggregated throughput. In order to avoid this issue, we propose a versioning-based access scheme that avoids the need to lock, effectively eliminating the need of writers to wait for each other.
Our approach is based on shadowing techniques [12] , which offers the illusion of creating a new standalone snapshot of the file for each update to it but to physically store only the differences and manipulate metadata in such way that the aforementioned illusion is upheld. Starting from the principles introduced in [13] , we propose to enable concurrent MPI processes to write their non-contiguous regions in complete isolation, without having to care about overlappings and synchronization. This is made possible by keeping data immutable: new differences are added instead of modifying an existing snapshot. It is at the metadata level where the ordering is done and the overlappings are resolved in such way as to expose a snapshot of the file that looks as if all differences were applied in an arbitrary sequential order.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
Following the approach proposed in Section IV, we have chosen to build the storage back-end on top of BlobSeer [13] , a versioning-oriented data sharing service specifically designed to meet the requirements of data-intensive applications that are distributed at large scale: scalable aggregation of storage space from a large number of participating machines with minimal overhead, support to store huge data objects, efficient fine-grain access to data subsets and ability to sustain a high throughput under heavy access concurrency.
The choice of building the storage back-end on top of BlobSeer was motivated by two factors. First, BlobSeer supports transparent striping of BLOBs into chunks and enables fine-grain access to them, which enables to store each spatial domain directly as a BLOB. This in turn avoids the need to perform data striping explicitly. Second, BlobSeer offers out-of-the-box support for shadowing by generating a new BLOB snapshot for each fine-grain update while physically storing only the differences. This provides a solid foundation to introduce versioning as a key principle to support MPI atomicity.
Since BlobSeer supports atomic reads and writes of contiguous regions only, we can not leverage its versioningoriented access interface directly to support MPI atomicity which consists of both atomic contiguous and noncontiguous accesses. As mentioned in Section IV, we want to avoid locking and introduce optimizations directly at the level of the storage back-end. These following tunings were done inside BlobSeer in order to support MPI atomicity:
• We extended the access interface of BlobSeer such that it can describe complex non-contiguous data access in a single call. We introduce a series of versioningoriented primitives that facilitate non-contiguous accesses. These primitives are closely matched the List I/O interface proposal introduced in [14] .
• We added support for atomicity of non-contiguous I/O under concurrency by hacking inside BlobSeer's shadowing technique. We built the metadata corresponding to update made by non-contiguous writes such that only consistent snapshots that obey MPI atomicity are published. A detail implementation of our prototype is described in [15] . To leverage our storage back-end at the level of the MPI-I/O layer, we integrated our prototype into ROMIO [5] , a popular MPI-I/O implementation. Since our prototype provides native support for both contiguous and non-contiguous writes under MPI atomicity, ROMIO thus has no need to translate between consistency model, which was source of overhead that impacts the performance of the applications.
VI. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We targeted to build a storage back-end that explicitly optimizes for non-contiguous, overlapped I/O accesses that obey MPI atomicity guarantees. To evaluate our prototype, we compare our approach to the locking-based approach that leverages a POSIX-compatible file system at the level of the MPI-I/O layer, which is the traditional way of addressing MPI atomicity. The Lustre parallel file system [11] was chosen against our prototype. Both Lustre and our prototype are plugged into ROMIO by using their default ROMIO ADIO modules.
Two series of experiments have been realized. Our first experiment aims at evaluating the scalability of our approach when increasing the number of clients that concurrently write non-contigous regions into the same file. In this scenario, we consider the extreme case where each of the clients writes a large set of non-contiguous regions that are intentionally selected in such way as to generate a large number of overlapping that need to obey MPI atomicity. In the second experiment, we performed an evaluation of the performance of our approach using a standard benchmark, MPI-tile-IO, that closely simulates the access patterns of real scientific applications that split the input data into overlapped subdomains that need to be concurrently written in the same file under MPI atomicity guarantees.
The preliminary experiments are performed on the Grid'5000 [16] testbed, a reconfigurable, controllable and monitor-able experimental Grid platform gathering 9 sites geographically distributed in France. The results have been reported in [15] . Our approach demonstrated excellent scalability under concurrency when compared to the Lustre-based approach. It achieved an aggregated throughput ranging from 3.5 times to 10 times higher in several experimental setups, including highly standardized MPI benchmarks specifically designed to measure the performance of MPI-I/O for non-contiguous overlapped writes that need to obey MPI-atomicity semantics.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an original versioning-based mechanism that can be leveraged to efficiently address the I/O needs of data-intensive MPI applications involving data-partitioning schemes that exhibit overlapping noncontiguous I/O where MPI-I/O atomicity needs to be guaranteed under concurrency.
Unlike traditional approaches that leverage POSIXcompliant parallel file systems as storage back-ends and employ locking schemes at the level of the MPI-I/O layer, we propose to use versioning techniques as a key principle to achieve high throughput under concurrency while guaranteeing MPI atomicity. We implemented this idea in practice by extending BlobSeer, an existing versioning-oriented, distributed data sharing service, with a non-contiguous data access interface that we directly integrated with ROMIO, a standard MPI-I/O implementation. A number of experiments were performed which demonstrated our approach having excellent scalability under concurrency when compared to locking-based approach.
Such promising results encouraged us to purse interesting future work directions. In particular, one advantage of BlobSeer that we have not developed is to expose its versioning interface directly at application level. The ability to make use of versioning at application level brings several potential benefits, such as in the case of producer-consumer workloads where for example the output of simulations is concurrently used as the input of visualizations. Using versioning at application level could avoid expensive synchronization schemes, which is an acknowledged problem of current approaches.
